
 

Child First: One Drive 

Usage                                                                                                                                                             
Child First Trust uses Microsoft OneDrive as a means of securely storing and sharing data pertaining to the 
Family Support Programme and the 1:1 Counselling Programme.  OneDrive is Microsoft's cloud based file 
sharing and syncing service. 

Physical Security                                                                                                                                         
Files held on OneDrive are accessed from highly secure data centres. The datacentres themselves are 
‘physical buildings’.  Microsoft offers the following reassurance in relation to the physical security of their 
data centres; 

"Microsoft’s datacentre personnel must pass a background check. All access to our datacentres is strictly 
regulated and every entry and exit are monitored. Within these datacentres, the critical Azure AD services 
that store customer data are located in special locked racks—their physical access is highly restricted and 
camera-monitored 24 hours a day. Furthermore, if one of these servers is decommissioned, all disks are 
logically and physically destroyed to avoid data leakage." 

Similarly, the data on OneDrive will also be accessed from our own physical digital devices. E.g. Our 
laptops/computers etc. Child First and those working on behalf of Child First, protect the physical security of 
their hardware to avoid eventualities such as theft. Devices are not left in cars or unattended in public. They 
are stored in secure working spaces. In addition to the Microsoft Password, required to access OneDrive, 
all laptops and digital devices used by or one behalf of Child First Trust must be password protected. If the 
devices allows then biometric authentication is used to help protect your account even further by logging in 
with fingerprint or facial recognition. 

Sharing Content from OneDrive Cloud Storage                                                                                           
By default, every file/folder stored in OneDrive is marked private by default. Access is shared specifically to 
only targeted, approved individuals. In the case of Child First Trust, OneDrive Folders are specific to each 
member school and are shared (in addition to the Family Support Worker and Child First Manager) only 
with the Head teacher or, at their request, additionally the SENCO. Invitations to share access to a folder 
are sent only by ‘specific invites’ as opposed to sending a ‘general link’. This means that the recipient of the 
specific invite is unable to share the link with other colleagues or unapproved personnel. 

Privacy of Data                                                                                                                                        

Microsoft’s Cloud Infrastructure and Operations (MCIO) organisation delivers the infrastructure and network 
for more than 200 consumer and enterprise cloud services. They created the Online Services Security and 
Compliance (OSSC) team within the MCIO to work with the services that rely on them to help ensure that 
their cloud services have strong security, meet the privacy requirements of customers, and comply with 
applicable laws, regulations and international standards. 

Microsoft is transparent about where we store your data,and we make this information available through the 
Trust Center. This is important if you are operating in regulated industries, where data protection laws 
require you to know the geographic location of your data. We maintain an expanding network of cloud-scale 
datacenters in locations around the globe, and verify that each one meets strict security requirements. 



Microsoft has an extensive privacy policy relating to their services that outlines their approach the privacy 
and security of the data that we store and share via of OneDrive. Their full privacy statement and guidance 
pages are available at the previously mentioned Trust Centre or here by following the links below: 

Microsoft Privacy Statement 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/Privacy/You-own-your-data 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/Privacy/Who-can-access-your-data-and-on-what-terms 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/Privacy/govt-requests-for-data 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/Privacy/We-set-and-adhere-to-stringent-standards 

 


